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L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

Nocturnal dipping profile in chronic kidney disease: Searching 
for underlying mechanisms in order to prevent adverse events

To the Editor,
We read with interest the study from Jeong et al. (2020), 

that investigated the potential role of sympathetic nervous 
system (SNS) overactivity and endothelial dysfunction in ab-
normal nocturnal blood pressure (BP) regulation in patients 
with chronic kidney disease (CKD). Hypertension is the 
most common modifiable risk factor in CKD, and is strongly 
associated with adverse outcomes (Sarafidis et  al.,  2017). 
Abnormal dipping pattern of nocturnal BP is present in 
50%–80% of patients with CKD depending on the underlying 
CKD stage (Sarafidis et al., 2018) and has been associated 
with target-organ damage (i.e., proteinuria and left ventric-
ular hypertrophy), increased risk of CKD progression, as 
well as cardiovascular and total mortality (Parati et al., 2016; 
Sarafidis et al., 2017). SNS overdrive, salt-sensitivity, sleep 
disorders, and endothelial dysfunction are considered to be 
main pathogenetic mechanisms (Parati et al., 2016).

Jeong et  al. (2020), examined 32 hypertensive patients 
with CKD stage 2 and 3 with office BP, 24-hr ambulatory BP, 
muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) and endothelial 
function via flow-mediated dilation (FMD). This study is 
an important addition to current literature, as, to our knowl-
edge it is the first to reveal that nocturnal BP profiles are 
associated with elevated SNS activation and impaired vas-
cular endothelial function in patients with CKD. However, 
it has several limitations that may limit its conclusions. 
First, the total population is rather small. Second, the stud-
ied cohort included middle-aged males, with the majority of 
them (93.75%) being African Americans, while the average 
weight was 106 kilograms and body mass index 32.7  kg/
m2. Black race and obesity are known factors associated 
with increased SNS activity (Landsberg & Krieger,  1989; 
Richardson et al., 2013). Thus, the results have limited gen-
eralizability to the general CKD population; to what extent 
they apply into older individuals (i.e., the majority of CKD 
patients), female, Caucasian, and lean individuals is un-
known. Third, study patients were divided into two groups 
(dippers and non-dippers). This simplified classification 
(rather related to the small study size), is evidently the main 
study limitation, as relevant guidelines on ambulatory BP 

monitoring, include for years four categories of BP profile 
based on the night/day ratio: risers (ratio ≥ 1.0); non-dippers 
(0.9 < ratio ≤1.0); dippers (0.8 < ratio ≤0.9); and extreme 
dippers (ratio ≤ 0.8) (O’Brien et al., 2013). An exaggerated 
MSNA in reverse dippers with essential hypertension was 
previously noted (Grassi et  al.,  2008); the authors do not 
report any relevant values in the Results section, but only 
write four lines in the discussion to report that MSNA was 
indeed numerically higher in reverse dippers compared to 
non-dippers and dippers. A similar analysis on FMD results 
is not included.

In addition to the above, almost all black and most 
obese hypertensive patients, as well as most CKD patients 
are salt-sensitive and current evidence suggests that endo-
thelial dysfunction and SNS overdrive are involved in the 
pathogenesis of this salt-sensitivity (Richardson et al., 2013; 
Sarafidis, 2008). Thus, it would also be nice for authors to ex-
amine salt-sensitivity and enter it as a covariate in the regres-
sion analyses. Finally, a relationship between morning BP 
surge (MBPS) and cardiovascular outcomes is long-known 
(Bilo et al., 2018). SNS overactivation and endothelial dys-
function are considered to be among the main pathophysio-
logical mechanisms of MBPS (Bilo et al., 2018). Including 
data about MBPS and the relationship with MSNA and FMD 
would have increased the strength of the study. Overall, this 
interesting pilot study should be followed by larger, better de-
signed efforts, to increase our understanding of these associ-
ations in CKD patients.
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